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HOME OFFICE…………………………………………
Ergonomy in the home as in the office

DESKS
HOMERE
Compact & modulardesk

ARIAL
Economy compactdesk

LUTZ

SEATS
OSCAR
Comfortable & compact

SINGLE ………………………………………………… £ 153 excl. tax

A clever and accessible chair

HOME OFFICE

……………………………………………….. £ 324 excl. tax

…………………………………………………… £ 245 excl. tax

…………………………………………………… £ 537 excl. tax

Economy sit-stand desk

AXEL ……………………………………………………. £ 703 excl. tax
High-end sit-stand desk

………………………………………………… £ 222 excl. tax

TERMS OFDELIVERY:
Home delivery: For a chair - £26 excl. tax. For a desk - £35 excl. tax. Delivery to  
all floors above ground level provided that a lift is available. Where no lift is  
available, delivery shall be performed to the bottom of the stairs.
Home delivery and installation : For a chair - £39. For a desk and a chair - £65.
Delivery using your own means: usual logistics terms and conditions apply.



HOMERE

HOME OFFICE

…………………………………………
COMPACT & MODULAR DESK
With its compact, modular and 'habitat' design, HOMERE is specially designed to fit into the  
home environment. Thanks to its worktop that slides and swivels and a capacious storage  
drawer, Homere enables the instant deployment of a practical workspace that stows away  
easily by folding back on itself. A clever desk that does not take over the room. HOMERE is  
THE desk for smaller spaces !

£ 324 excl. tax

Réf. 2 73 7010 R3MG

D. 50 cm x W. 102 cm in closed position, up to
D. 112.5 cm x W. 107 cm in 90° right angle working position ( as illustrated )

Discount included. Specific pricing  
conditions apply

Fast delivery guaranteed

Module shell Rotatable worktop

Brunswick  
oak

Snow  
white



ARIAL

HOME OFFICE

…………………………………………
ECONOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL DESK

ARIAL is a functional desk that is ideally suited to smaller spaces. A clean and linear  
styling makes for a timeless aesthetic that will suit any home interior design. If you are  
looking for a modern and classy style, we recommend choosing a 25 mm thick worktop in  
a Brunswick oak finish.

£ 245 excl. tax

Réf. : 2 370 410 + top + fin.

D. 60 cm x W. 120 cm x THK. 25mm

Fast delivery dependent on  
stock finish availability

Choice of melamine finish for worktops (+ top)

Brunswick  
oak

Snow  
white

WhiteBlack

Choice of metal finish for legs (+fin.)



LUTZ
ECONOMY SIT-STANDDESK

Accessibly priced and with a height adjustment system enabling users to switch smoothly  
between sitting and standing positions, LUTZ is the ideal ultra-ergonomic desk for  
furnishing a home workspace. Its 80 cm deep by 140 cm wide worktop allows it to easily  
find a place within most spaces. Its key benefit: an electric drive height-adjustment system  
with 4 positions memory.

HOME OFFICE

£ 537 excl. tax

Réf. : 1 816 031 + top + fin.

…………………………………………

D. 80 cm x W. 120 cm x THK. 19mm

Fast delivery dependent on  
stock finish availability

Choice of melamine finish for worktops (+ top) Choice of metal finish for legs (+fin.)

Snow  
white

Light  
oak

WhiteBlack



AXEL
ERGONOMIC SIT-STANDDESK

Because health and well-being are absolute priorities for users, AXEL is the perfect desk  
to help them avoid sedentary habits by allowing a smooth and easy transition from a  
seated to a standing working position. Highly ergonomic, the electric operated version  
offers a wide height adjustment range (from 65 to 130 cm ), an anti-collision system and  
a cable trough for the discreet storage of sockets and cables under the worktop.

HOME OFFICE

£ 703 excl. tax
Réf. : 1 532 050 + top +fin.

…………………………………………

Choice of melamine finish for worktops (+ top) Choice of metal finish for legs (+ fin.)

D. 80 cm x W. 120 cm x THK.25  
mm

Fast delivery dependent on  
stock finish availability

Snow  
white

Brunswick  
oak

Light  
oak

WhiteBlack



OSCAR
Thanks to its many seat adjustment possibilities, OSCAR can adapt to the morphologyof  
individual users to ensure their optimal comfort and well-being throughout theday.
OSCAR will fit effortlessly into any home office setup thanks to its compact proportions  
and a contemporary design. Better still, to provide a suitable solution to any interior  
design, a wide palette of colours can be called upon to personaliseOSCAR.

HOME OFFICE

…………………………………………
COMFORTABLE &COMPACT

Black fabric Black fabric and mesh

£ 241 excl. tax
Réf. : 5 708 302 KE SVIW

£ 222 excl. tax
Réf. : 5 708 102KE SV

See the complete offering.

Options
1D armrests
Réf. : 5 708 004 SV
£ 38 excl. tax

4D armrests
Réf. : 5 708 005 SV

£ 66 excl. tax

Fast delivery guaranteed

Excl. armrests



SINGLE
SINGLE stands out thanks to its folding armrests that allow the chair to easily slide in  
under the desk top, paired with a mesh backrest that lends it a distinctive 'habitat' appeal.  
Its many adjustment mechanisms, from backrest and chair height to the tilting of the seat,  
ensure the optimal comfort of users throughout theday.

HOME OFFICE

…………………………………………
CLEVER &ACCESSIBLE

Black fabric and mesh only

Fast delivery guaranteed

£ 153 excl. tax
Réf. : 5 368 001 AJ SQTI


